Our country has always been adhering to Marxism as the guiding ideology of the state, requiring people to Marxism as their spiritual beliefs. But in today's society people's thought is also happening in diverse cultures changing, some misunderstanding of Marxist belief. The misreading is very detrimental to our real life, to the improvement of the moral issues must unceasingly strengthen the propaganda and education of Marxism, guiding the people simple Marxist belief, make contributions to building socialism with Chinese characteristics.
1.INTRODUCTION
The victory of the October revolution brought the Marx doctrine, as we later, under the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party, we hold the great banner of Marx doctrine, overcome obstacles, achieved one victory after another. Years of war, in the hearts of every Communist Party has a lofty Marx's belief, they firmly believe that our cause is just, is bound to win, so they can be desperate to shed blood sprinkling in the frontal battlefield, in the face of enemy threats inducements can stick to your own heart position wrote a brilliant chapter of the revolution. After the founding of new China, the situation at home and abroad has been increased and the current international society to the peaceful development as the theme of the times. No matter how the world changes, the Marx doctrine is not waver in our guiding ideology, so in the proper meaning of our country to the Marx doctrine faith is in socialist construction. The Eighteenth National Congress of the reports point out "to Marx's belief of socialism and communism belief, is the party's political soul, is the spiritual pillar of Communists to withstand any test.
[1]
But we have to face the reality that at present our society appeared the Marx doctrine, belief crisis. Because the basic facts of the primary stage of socialism at present located, no matter from the material civilization but also from the spiritual civilization, the development of our society is not perfect, especially the economic development imbalance caused by the growing gap between rich and poor situation, a lot of people when facing the difficulty of life will be difficult to fully agree to convey the state of the Marx doctrine faith the spirit field problem. At the same time there will be questioned in the basic price increases, rising oil prices in the realistic society, always emphasized that we should adhere to the Marx doctrine, firmly believe that communism will come true again have what use. On the other hand, since the reform and opening up, diversified thought continue to impact and influence people's spiritual life. Some foreign religious thought as a powerful force exerted a great influence on our people of faith formation. That is the principal role of religion, when people face dilemma in life and not always resort to religion to temporary mind from solution, in fact it is palliative. Finally, at present in our country for the publicity and education of the Marx doctrine, the existence range is too narrow, the contents of some one-sided situation. Many times we talk about Marx's belief, but rarely practical and popular life combined in order to obtain public recognition, makes many people very little to some views of Marx doctrine is known, or because has nothing to do with the daily life and abandon the Marx doctrine, hence many understanding deviation or even misunderstanding of the Marx doctrine faith.
Think the Marxist faith is faith in Marxist philosophy
Now it is very narrow that people contact the source of Marxism , remove specializes in Marx's ideological and political education workers, experts and scholars or most people in society is not focus on closing thoughts of Marx's phase.They for Marx to understand many is probably for the understanding of Marxist philosophy, such as the most basic material determines consciousness, social being determines social consciousness and so on the most basic, is the most principle, for the other political economics and scientific socialism is poorly understood.For college students, they want to go to the related political theory in university, according to the Yang Fei such as A survey of the college students' Marxism faith education present situation showed that 64.18% of college students' understanding of Marxist theory is limited to the ideological and political theory course in colleges and universities.
[2] we know in the ideological and political theory course has a book called the basic principle of Marxism, in the process of practical teaching and investigation, we have to put the focus of Marxist philosophy by comparison is more, this creates a lot of people when there was no mention of the Marxist faith will think of the relevant contents of Marxist philosophy.Precisely because of this misunderstanding, make a lot of people think that Marxism is in the process of promoting the development of our society did not play much, so they lost faith in Marxism. For example, our production high degree of automation, can only move brain produce rice, made the car, and both agricultural and industrial production International Conference on Social Science and Technology Education (ICSSTE 2015) are real people's labor is needed to have a harvest, to the greatest extent promote the development of the modernization of social progress.Philosophy is the functioning of the brain thinking, but this kind of thinking operation can not grow food for people to dine, also can't produce the economic development of big machine, so many people mistakenly believe that we speak of Marxism for stimulating economic development, improve the level of people's living standard and the modernization of our country in terms of function is not too big, or even that it was useless.
On the above-mentioned to the misreading of Marxism, first we should find their own problems, namely for the education of Marxism is not comprehensive, on the one hand, the university thought politics theory class education should be on the basis of focused attention on Marx the grasp of the overall framework, "dine" can't happen.On the other hand, the whole society should pay attention to the comprehensive learning Marxism, to everyone's understanding of Marxism is no longer confined to the one-sided view to philosophy.Is acutely aware that Marxism extremely deep and extensive, Marxist philosophy is scientific world outlook and methodology guiding people to know the world, is basic to an understanding of other ideas, but his political economics and scientific socialism in guiding our socialist construction process of the role is also cannot be ignored, or even more important than the understanding of the philosophy.Marxist theory is about the proletarian and human liberation, in guiding the proletariat to maintain their own rights and interests, build on behalf of our class is the core of the regime has played an important role.Developing constantly in our country combined with the reality of our country has formed the signalization of Marxism, the reform and opening up is based on the essence of Marxist theory of seeking truth from facts is put forward for the development of our country great strategic, it implements the us as the liberation and development of the productivity of the socialist countries, the following three represents, the scientific outlook on development ideas such as knotting have is not for the inheritance and development of Marxism, is all we must believe in the heart of the specific content of Marxist belief.
Second, for we should also have a scientific Marxist philosophy.Philosophy thinking can't really practical manufacturing machine directly promote the development of productivity, also does not take the place of labor for inventions, it provides a scientific world outlook and methodology, the church we use the right attitude and point of view to look at things in the world.People, because we are conscious, there is thought, there are rational, and these can be explained in philosophy.And even in production activities, philosophical thinking is ubiquitous, if we do not understand things are changing, only know to rush, but made a mistake and will greatly hinder our technological progress.So we have to really understand the important role of philosophy for our life, avoid falling into the cage of extreme "pragmatism".
the thought of Marxism about communism ideas in the context of the current reality and dream is impossible.
Yang Fei etc A survey of the college students' Marxism faith education present situation, the article points out that although there are more than 50% of the people for our country choose the socialist road, but the investigation college students "capitalism, socialism must win, must perish" the claim, 43.97% of college students chose not believe [3] , although there is no more than half, but it is also a notable danger signal.This shows that college students". On the political pursuit of Marxist and socialist doubt and confusion". [4] To accept the higher education of our country, studying the ideological and political theory course of college students still have such a large proportion of the view that, what's more, the society more has been far away from the system of the people of Marxist education for a long time? Now you can see the reality is far from destruction of capitalism, it plays an important role on the world stage, socialist country no more than ten, across the country to China as a socialist country, in terms of overall national strength and the developed capitalist countries still have certain gap.According to Marx's view, the existence of socialism is superior to capitalism, and the highest ideal of communism is that we will realize, but we are faced with the reality and theory viewpoint some contradiction, for many ordinary people, they don't have deeply understand Marx's point of view to the development of society. what they see is real, and this leads to the deviation in the understanding of Marxist belief on the other hand.
Based on the current social existence for the communist ideal, we should grasp two key points. The first is as we open degree deepening, people come into contact with the outside world more and more diversified, all kinds of the proletarian ideology may be found in offset the effect of our education of Marxism, which affects people social right judgment to our country.The second is that we still lacking of Marxism education, most people in society is not in-depth study of Marxism, he doesn't understand Marx on the question of social development of many important point of the argument, purely a communist victory necessarily conclusion is not enough to let the public in general.Marx has long been discussed in the The communist manifesto "the destruction of the bourgeoisie and the victory of the proletariat are equally inevitable" [5], it is not arbitrary, Marx at the capitalist mode of production is based on in-depth study of the conclusions.In the process of capitalist development always unable to overcome the contradiction between the socialization of production and the production private ownership, the capitalist world economic crisis and past soon "occupy Wall Street" event is the result of the basic contradiction.And we see many of the current national vitality for the development of capitalism is only because they are implemented in its own scope of adjustment of the production relations to temporary stability.Throughout human social history development, instead of primitive society, slave society of feudal society instead of primitive society, capitalism social change of the feudal society has not happen overnight but has experienced many times again and again to achieve, and finished what we call the spiral development.Marx wrote in the article The critique of political economy to "no matter which social form, before it all hold by productivity play out it's never perish, and the new higher production relations, in the condition of its material existence is a social cell, before maturity, is never appear." [6] and so, for the realization of communism problem we must stand on the height of history with the dialectical negation perspective, not only focusing on the deficiency of our socialism." Marxist belief is not just face and prospect to make their own interpretation to the world, but for the historical main body is pointed out that the goals and direction of efforts. This is the ideal of communism." [7] It should always insist on a view of the development of our socialist development, admitted that the progress of our society is developing, so we believe our communism is achievable.We are doing all efforts are in order to achieve our communism.
CONCLUSIONS
We all know that the material and consciousness which is the origin of the world er can this idea, so we have a lot of social problems will be readily solved. during the answer to this basic philosophical problems, has always been standing in the position of materialism, Marx emphasizes the material determines consciousness, rather than a conscious decision, which makes him a clear dividing line with the all idealism.When we are in the propaganda education of Marxism, in order to firmly standing on the position of the materialism out all the gods dominate idealism thought, always to Marx's material first the basic judgment, as the key to all material origin.The principle itself is not wrong, but it leads to the public for materialism thought somewhat one-sided, even to the extreme, a don't think of Marx's theory about human nature, moral related theory, which in turn will present some moral problems to our society of Marx's theory of defects.On the other hand.Others, twist the material view of Marxism, will be supposed to be abstract material concept, and debase the understanding for the material benefit or material things.Think that Marx material determines consciousness is emphasized great possession of material benefits for people to determine certain social consciousness, thus gives rise to a lot of deviating from the socialist values of social development, to pose a threat to the long-term stability of our society.
Actually the cause of the misunderstanding on the one hand, when we were in the publicity and education in order to attain the goal of own thoughts rule really biased in some respects, on the other hand is because everybody understanding of Marxism profound enough comprehensive, plus do exist in the realistic society of moral problems, and the influence of the value of money led to our understanding of Marx's concept of material.We must admit that the materialism of Marx is dialectical materialism, first of all, Marx emphasized material is not to let the people in the pursuit of material interests, but on the basis of the abstract concept of material from idealism, to explore the law of the development and changes of things, so as to better guide our practice, strive to achieve our ideal.So "materialist also want to have a spiritual pursuit, and to have more spirit pursuit." [8] second, in terms of the humanistic spirit of Marxism, he is adamant that material determines consciousness also emphasizes the consciousness of matter is a reaction.And for the development of the"human" and growing problem, Marx is always pays attention to.At first he was a theists to explore god relationship when he showed his special attention to the main body of a person, he is always trying to "in the cause of people looking for god", [9] for "human" and his later took to follow an important cause of materialism atheism.Again, for individual moral problem, how to realize the people's moral purity specific measures he has no detail, after all he is a philosopher, social scientist, but he is not a ethicists.But this does not mean that Marx's thoughts of humanistic spirit, can't solve the problem of moral of social existence, but let the deterioration of social morality.In his view, development is important for people, big to the social history, small to individuals, are in developing.No matter in what society can have all sorts of problems, we are doing is using the current measures to improve, and then from the point of a long-term process, this is a development, people's moral and so on various aspects of spiral development process, it is also through an important view of Marxist philosophy.Finally, we as a Marxist should never deny the important role of material interests, pure spiritual thing is impossible to decide the development direction of our society.But in the understanding of the concept of substance is must grasp the abstract meaning, vulgar speak material and money or to enjoy it is wrong to equate.So we must continuously strengthen the related education of Marxist belief, from cognition to reverse this emotional wrong ideas.
In the face of the current social existence for the misreading of Marxist belief, ideological and political education workers should deeply significant of duty, and we must all aspects in society as a whole continued to deepen the education of Marxism, to gradually change the existence of misreading of thought, make everyone to have a comprehensive understanding of the Marxism, first of all, take it from the cognitive, is likely to gradually into the emotion into behavior outside again, strengthen the guidance of Marxist thought on our socialist camp.
